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Abstract—Conventionally, reliability analysis of fault-tolerant (FT) power converters is carried out using a Markov Chain (MC) model, which is only applicable for components with a constant failure rate. However, modern power electronics are expected to operate even until the components start to wear-out, e.g., due to aging/degradation, where the failure rate of the components is no longer constant, and thus the traditional MC model cannot be applied. To address this issue, a method to evaluate the reliability of FT power converters considering wear-out failure is proposed in this paper. The proposed solution employs the method of stages to incorporate the wear-out failure states in the MC model, which includes the failure rates during pre-fault and post-fault conditions. By doing so, the wear-out failure can be taken into account in the reliability analysis of FT power converters, which has been demonstrated with a case study of a three-phase inverter with FT topology for PV application.

Index Terms—Reliability, lifetime, fault-tolerant inverters, wear-out failure, Markov Chain model, Method of stages.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliability is an important aspect in the design of power converters, since it can significantly affect the operation and maintenance cost, but also safety aspects. In mission/safety-critical applications such as electric vehicles, railways, and aircrafts, an interruption due to failure of components in power converters is usually not acceptable due to the safety and risk concerns [1]–[3]. In those cases, fault-tolerant (FT) operation is a common solution to ensure (or improve) the reliability of the power converters, which can be implemented as a redundant unit or system/topology reconfiguration [4]–[6].

In the past, it was widely assumed that the reliability of the power electronics components such as Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) can be modeled with a constant failure rate based on handbook/statistical data (e.g., MIL-HDBK-217F) [7]. This implies that the useful life (i.e., operating period) of the components in the power converters is limited to the constant failure rate region of the well-known bathtub curve [8], where random failures and catastrophic failures are dominant, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1. However, the advancement and increased maturity in the power electronics technology as well as a pressure to minimize the cost have extended the operational boundary of the modern power converters further towards the wear-out region in the bathtub curve [9]–[11]. In that case, a majority of failures will occur when the components are entering into the wear-out period. Therefore, the reliability evaluation of the power converters also needs to consider the wear-out period where the failure rate of the component $\lambda(t)$ is not constant, but increasing over time, as it is shown in Fig. 1.

In the previous research, the reliability analysis of fault-tolerant power converters is carried out using a Markov Chain (MC) model [2], [3], which represents the power converter in several states together with the probability of transition between states as shown in Fig. 2. One main constraint of the MC model is that the probability of transitioning between states (i.e., failure rate) is constant, e.g., $\lambda(t) = \lambda$ [12]. While this constraint is aligned with the assumption of constant failure rate of power converters in the past (e.g., in the middle phase of the bathtub curve), the same condition is not applicable for modern power converters whose useful life is expected to cover also the initial phase of the wear-out period [13]. Thus, it is not possible to apply the traditional MC model for analyzing the reliability of FT power converters when wear-out failures are considered.

Fig. 1. The bathtub curve which represents the typical failure rate characteristic of the component during operation, where three failure rate characteristics (e.g., early failures, constant failure rate, and wear-out failures) can be represented with Weibull distribution using different shape parameters $\beta$. To address this issue, a reliability evaluation method for FT power converters considering wear-out failures is proposed in this paper. The proposed method employs the method of stages to incorporate the wear-out failures into the MC model. By doing so, it is possible to include the impact of component’s wear-out into consideration in the reliability analysis of the FT power converters. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the FT operation of the power converter is described in Section II, where the typical FT topology
for three-phase inverter is considered as an example. The conventional reliability assessment method and its limitation is also discussed in this part. In Section III, a method to include the wear-out failure into the reliability analysis of the FT system based on the method of stages is introduced. A case study to demonstrate the application of the proposed method is carried out in Section IV, where the FT power converter for PV application is considered. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section V.

II. FAULT-TOLERANT OPERATION OF POWER CONVERTER

In this section, the topology of FT power converter for three-phase inverter is discussed. The system configurations during pre-fault and post-fault operations are demonstrated together with the conventional reliability modeling method based on MC model with constant failure rate.

A. Topology

In this paper, the two-level three-phase inverter shown in Fig. 3(a) is considered as an example, since it is one of the most commonly used topologies for DC-AC conversion. Several topologies have been proposed to provide FT capability for the three-phase inverter in Fig. 3(a) such as the switch-redundant [14], [15], the double-switch-redundant [16], and the phase-redundant [17] topologies. Among different FT solutions, the phase-redundant topology shown in Fig. 3(b) is one of the most commonly used solutions in practical applications due to its advantages such as maintaining the same component rating and post-fault power rating factor as in normal operation. It has also a wide range of fault coverage with the trade-off of number of components and cost.

B. System Configuration

The system configuration of a phase-redundant topology in Fig. 3(b) can be divided into three operating states. During the normal operation, the redundant phase is isolated by the auxiliary switches (i.e., $T_a$, $T_b$, and $T_c$), and the system configuration is identical to the three-phase inverter in Fig. 3(a). When a failure occurs in one of the power devices, the phase with the faulty power device needs to be isolated. Then, the redundant phase is connected to the load of the faulty phase by the auxiliary switch following Fig. 4. Notably, the gate driving signals need to be re-routed from the faulty phase to the redundant phase. In case another failure occurs in one of the remaining power devices, as it is illustrated in Fig. 4(c), the power converter can no longer supply the three-phase load and the system is considered to be in the failure state following the MC model in Fig. 2.

C. Conventional FT Analysis and Its Limitations

In the conventional method, the reliability of FT power converters is modeled with the MC model, where each state in the MC model represents each system configuration, e.g., pre-fault operation, post-fault operation, and failure. For instance, the FT power converter with three system configurations in Fig. 4 can be easily constructed into three-state MC model as it has been shown earlier in Fig. 2. One important constraint when applying the MC model is that the failure rate between each state is constant, e.g., $\lambda(t) = \lambda$. This is applied to the system whose failure density function $f_{\text{exp}}(t)$ follows an exponential distribution as

$$f_{\text{exp}}(t) = \lambda \exp(-\lambda t)$$

$$\lambda_{\text{exp}}(t) = \frac{f_{\text{exp}}(t)}{\int_0^\infty f_{\text{exp}}(t) dt} = \lambda$$

where it can be seen from (1) that the failure rate $\lambda_{\text{exp}}(t)$ of the exponential distribution is constant.

Assuming a constant failure rate, i.e., $\lambda(t) = \lambda$, the MC model of the FT power converter in Fig. 2(a) can be constructed with the following state equations

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
P_1(t) \\
P_2(t) \\
P_3(t)
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
-\lambda_{\text{pre}} & 0 & 0 \\
\lambda_{\text{pre}} & -\lambda_{\text{post}} & 0 \\
0 & \lambda_{\text{post}} & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
P_1(t) \\
P_2(t) \\
P_3(t)
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Fig. 2. Proposed reliability evaluation method based on Markov Chain model applied to fault-tolerant power converter with non-constant failure rates (i.e., $\lambda_{\text{pre}}(t)$ and $\lambda_{\text{post}}(t)$).

Fig. 3. System configuration of power converter with: (a) three-phase inverter topology (i.e., non fault-tolerant) and (b) phase-redundant fault-tolerant inverter topology, where $S_x$ is the switching power device (e.g., IGBT) and $T_x$ is the auxiliary switch (e.g., relay or TRIAC).
III. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF FAULT-TOLERANT SYSTEMS WITH WEAR-OUT FAILURE

In this section, a method to incorporate the wear-out failure (i.e., non-constant failure rate) to the reliability analysis of FT power converter based on MC model will be presented.

A. Wear-Out Failure

During the wear-out period, the failure rate of the component is increasing over time. This characteristic is usually well represented with the Weibull distribution [18], whose failure density function \( f_{wb}(t) \) and failure rate \( \lambda_{wb}(t) \) can be represented by two parameters given as

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_{wb}(t) &= \frac{\beta t^{\beta-1}}{\eta^\beta} \\
\lambda(t) &= \frac{\beta t^{\beta-1}}{\eta^\beta}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \beta \) is the shape parameter and \( \eta \) is the scale parameter. The shape parameter \( \beta \) represents the failure mode of the component, where the components that have experienced the same failure mode/mechanism will have similar shape parameter \( \beta \). The scale parameter \( \eta \) corresponds to the time when 63.2% of a population will have failed.

When analyzing (5), it can be noticed that the failure rate of all three regions in the bathtub curve in Fig. 1 can be represented by the Weibull distribution with different shape parameters \( \beta \). In fact, the failure rate of the exponential distribution in (1) is a just special case of the Weibull distribution where \( \beta = 1 \). For the wear-out failure, the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution is \( \beta > 1 \), representing an increasing failure rate over time.

B. Method of Stages

Since the failure rate of the Weibull distribution in (5) is no longer constant (except the case when \( \beta = 1 \)), the conventional MC model discussed in (2) cannot be directly applied to analyze the wear-out failure of the FT power converter. In order to solve this issue, a method of stages was proposed to incorporate a non-constant failure rate in the MC model [19]. It has been demonstrated in [12] that the failure rate with Weibull distribution in Fig. 5(a) can be represented by a series combination of multiple states with an exponential failure rate, as it is shown in Fig. 5(b). If all the \( q \) states (with exponential distribution) which are connected in series are identical (e.g., with the same failure rate \( p \)), the total failure density function of the series combination in Fig. 5(b) becomes the Special Erlangian distribution \( f_{se}(t) \) [12] as

\[
f_{se}(t) = \frac{p(t)^{q-1}}{(q-1)!} \exp(-pt)
\]

where \( p \) is the failure rate of each exponential state and \( q \) is number of states connected in series.

In order to represent the Weibull distribution with the Special Erlangian distribution, the first and the second moments of the two distributions need to be identical [12]. From (6), the
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Fig. 4. System configuration of fault-tolerant power converter with phase-redundant topology during: a) normal operation (i.e., pre-fault operation), b) fault-tolerant operation (i.e., post-fault operation), and c) failure, where \( S_x \) is the switching power device (e.g., IGBT) and \( T_x \) is the auxiliary switch (e.g., relay or TRIAC).

By solving the state equations in (2), the obtained time-dependent probability of the system being in State 1 \( P_1(t) \), State 2 \( P_2(t) \), and State 3 \( P_3(t) \) corresponds to the probability that the power converter will be in normal operation, FT operation, and failure, respectively. Since the power converter is in operation when the system is in either State 1 or State 2, the reliability of the FT power converter \( R(t) \) can be determined as the following

\[ R(t) = P_1(t) + P_2(t) = 1 - P_3(t). \]  (3)

However, the fundamental requirement of the MC model is that the failure rate is constant, i.e., \( \lambda(t) = \lambda \). From the bathtub curve in Fig. 1, this corresponds to the period where \( \beta = 1 \). On the other hand, the wear-out failure, which represents an increasing failure rate with \( \beta > 1 \) as shown in Fig. 1, cannot be directly applied to the (conventional) MC model. Thus, a new method is required to analyze the reliability of FT power converters during the wear-out period.
first and second moments of the Special Erlangian distribution, i.e., $m_1$ and $m_2$, can be obtained as

$$m_1 = \frac{q}{p}, \quad m_2 = \frac{q(q+1)}{p^2}$$

while the first two moments of the Weibull distribution, i.e., $M_1$ and $M_2$, can be obtained from (4) as:

$$M_1 = \eta \Gamma(\beta + 1), \quad M_2 = \eta^2 \Gamma(\beta + 2)$$

By solving $m_1 = M_1$ and $m_2 = M_2$, the number of states in the series combination $q$ and the (constant) failure rate of each state $p$ can be identified as

$$q = \frac{M_1}{M_2 - M_1^2}, \quad p = \frac{M_1^2}{M_2 - M_1^2}$$

where it should be noted that the number of states $q$ may need to be rounded to the nearest integer number.

An example of the method of stages approach is shown in Fig. 6, where the failure rate with Weibull distribution ($\beta = 4.6, \eta = 13.78$) is represented by a series combination of states with exponential distribution following (7). In this case, the total number of $q = 16$ stages is required and the (constant) failure rate of each state is $p = 1.3$. As it can be seen from Fig. 6, the two distributions are well aligned and the reliability metric such as $B_{10}$ lifetime (i.e., the time when 10% failure occurs) of the two distribution is also equal.

C. Markov Chain Model for Wear-Out Failure

The MC model of the FT power converter in Fig. 4, which includes the wear-out failure, is illustrated in Fig. 7(a). Noted that the failure rate during pre-fault $\lambda_{pre}(t)$ and post-fault $\lambda_{post}(t)$ are Weibull distribution. The method of stages can be applied to the MC model of the FT power converter by substituting the state with Weibull distribution with a series combination of states with exponential distribution, as illustrated in Fig. 7(b). Then, the state equations of the MC model can be constructed and solved in a similar way as it has been demonstrated in (2). However, it should be noted that the dimension of the transition rates matrix in the state equations now becomes $(q_1 + q_2 + 1) \times (q_1 + q_2 + 1)$ instead of $3 \times 3$ as in (2). By solving the state equations, the reliability of the FT power converter can be determined by taken into account all the states that corresponds to the operation (e.g., normal and FT operations) of the power converter as

$$R(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{q_1} P_{1,i}(t) + \sum_{j=2}^{q_2} P_{2,j}(t) = 1 - P_3(t)$$

where $P_{1,i}(t)$ is the probability of being in the $i^{th}$ state of the pre-fault operation while $P_{2,j}(t)$ is the probability of being in the $j^{th}$ state of the post-fault operation.

IV. Case Study

In this section, the proposed reliability analysis method for FT power converter which includes the wear-out failure will be demonstrated, where a case study of FT power converter in Fig. 4 is considered and applied to PV applications.

A. Mission Profile

The hardware prototype of the PV inverter test-bench is shown in Fig. 8, where the system parameters are provided in Table I. A custom-made printed circuit board (PCB) of the hardware prototype makes it possible to experimentally measure the junction temperature of the power device during operation with an optical fiber. Therefore, the thermal stress profile under mission profile operation can be extracted. From the results in Fig. 9(a), there is good agreement between the thermal stress seen in the experiment and the simulation, which validates the accuracy of the thermal model. Then, Monte Carlo simulations are applied to the thermal model by introducing parameter variation [20], e.g., from component’s tolerance, as it is shown in Fig. 9(b). The same process can be applied during both pre-fault and post-fault operations to obtain the distribution of the failure rate during each stage.
B. Pre-Fault and Post-Fault Failure Rates

The lifetime (failure) distribution of the power device during pre-fault and post-fault operation of the FT power converter in Fig. 3(b) are shown in Fig. 10. It can be noticed from the results that the failure rate during the post-fault operation is much higher (shorter lifetime) than that during the pre-fault operation. This is mainly because the degradation due to the wear-out that has occurred during the pre-fault operation is taken into account as the initial damage during the post-fault operation [21]. In that case, the power devices will reach their end-of-life relatively faster during post-fault operation compared to the case during the pre-fault condition (even under the same mission profile). The lifetime distribution in Fig. 10 also represents the failure density function, which can be fitted with Weibull distribution with the parameters of $\beta = 4.6$ and $\eta = 13.78$ for the pre-fault operation and $\beta = 1.6$ and $\eta = 2.84$ for the post-fault operation, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>PARAMETERS OF THE PV INVERTER TEST-BENCH.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PV array rated power</td>
<td>10 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC output current (rated)</td>
<td>30 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link voltage</td>
<td>690 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link capacitance</td>
<td>$C_{dc} = 340 \ \mu F$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter inductance</td>
<td>2.5 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>$f_{sw} = 10 \ \text{kHz}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal output frequency</td>
<td>$f_o = 50 \ \text{Hz}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Weibull Distribution

C. Reliability Analysis

From the failure density function based on Weibull distribution during pre-fault and post-fault operation in Fig. 10, the MC model of the FT power converter can be constructed as it is illustrated in Fig. 7(a). Then, the method of stage can be applied to convert the states with Weibull distribution into an equivalent series combination of states with exponential distribution following Fig. 7(b). The failure rate during pre-fault and post-fault operation in Fig. 10 (which are Weibull distributions) can be applied to the method of stages. In this case, a series combination of $q_1 = 16$ exponential states with a failure rate of $p_1 = 1.30$ and $q_2 = 2$ exponential states with a failure rate of $p_2 = 0.95$ are required to represent the failure rate during the pre-fault and post-fault operation, respectively, as it is summarized in Table II. Then, the reliability of the FT power converter can be determined from the MC model shown in Fig. 7(b) where the transition rates matrix in (8) has a dimension of $q_1 + q_2 = 19$ × 19. By solving the state equations, the reliability of the FT power converter can be obtained as it is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the reliability improvement in terms of $B_{10}$ lifetime is 2 years, which is about 25% compared to the reliability of the three-phase inverter without FT capability.

V. Conclusion

The conventional reliability analysis method for FT power converters, which is based on a Markov Chain model, is no longer applicable when the wear-out failure is considered, since the failure rate will not be constant. To solve this issue, this paper proposed a new method to evaluate the reliability of the FT power converter, which can incorporate the wear-out failure into the analysis. The proposed method employs the method of stages to translate a non-constant failure rate into an equivalent multi-state constant failure rate in the MC model. By doing so, the failure rate during both pre-fault and post-fault conditions based on Weibull distribution can be included in the reliability analysis. The proposed method has been demonstrated with a case study of PV inverter having a FT topology, where the reliability improvement can be evaluated.
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